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As mothers of tween-age girls, we know only too well how hard it is to find 
clothes that are age appropriate and compliment their growing body shapes. 
We call it the age where ‘they’re too old for toys and too young for boys’! It’s 
when they start to form real opinions about who they are, how they fit in and 
what they like to wear. So when it comes to finding clothes that are both fun 
and sassy, as well as suitable to wear, our shared options are limited.

That’s why we decided to form ‘Girl with Swag’ - an Australian clothing line, 
specifically created for girls in sizes 8-16. Our collections are bold, creative 
and playful and designed to fit a variety of body shapes and sizes. Our goal is 
simple. Provide clothing that every girl can feel good about wearing and 
empower them to love who they are and embrace their inner swag!

BRAND STORY

SS17/ ASTRID PLAYSUIT ZEBRA  / 
SERIOUSLY TEE / AMELIA SHORTS ZEBRA  



SS17 COLLECTION

SS17/SIMONE DRESS ZEBRAZEBRA  / FRIDA TEE SPOT / SPOT / AMELIA SHORTS  BLACKBLACK
RITA DRESS BLACKBLACK / AMELIA SHORTS GREY/ DEVIL TEE  

The focus behind our SS17 collection is to deliver clothing with a relaxed, summery 
style combined with a touch of playfulness. They are styles that tween-agers love to 
wear but with a bit of pzazz. Each of our styles has a unique name inspired by a 
significant, strong woman in history who dared to get her swag on!  For example the 
‘Simone Dress’ is named after Nina Simone, singer, songwriter, musician, who used 
her gift to fight for hers and others’ rights. We try to weave the strength and talent of 
these women into the theme of each piece.

Our prints are all exclusively designed by Girl With Swag, in particular our zebra and 
spot prints are painted by hand. We offer a range of styles for both the everyday and 
those special occasions and with adaptable straps and interesting hemlines, our 
designs are easy and comfortable to wear. Our clothing is 100% cotton and all 
handmade ethically in Bali.    

      



ASTRID LINDGREN - AUTHOR

SS17/ ASTRID PLAYSUIT EMOJI  

Astrid Lindgren had a rebellious spirit. She was strong, brave and never 
scared of being alone and she could do all sorts of things like fix bikes, walk 
on rooftops, fight bullies and make up fantastic stories. She became famous 
for writing the Pippi Longstocking series, a story about a girl who was uncon-
ventional, super strong, playful and fearless. Pippi Longstocking became one 
of the best loved books in children’s literature and showed young readers the 
importance of being independent whilst also caring for others.

The Astrid Playsuits come in three different prints and are designed to bring 
out the little rebellion inside all of us.

THE ASTRID PLAYSUIT

Mischief isn’tMischief isn’t
something yousomething you
just think up. It just just think up. It just 
happens.  happens.  



THE SIMONE DRESS

SS17/ SIMONE DRESS ZEBRAZEBRA

Nina Simone stood for liberation, empowerment and passion. She had amazing 
talent from an early age as a classical pianist.  She experienced setbacks in this field 
due to racism but turned that into the amazing gift that has spanned 40 albums. 
Nina fought hard against racism as was expressed in her songs.  She wanted black 
people to embrace their talents and passions free from judgement.  

Nina Simone stood tall and her music could cast a spell, so it was only fitting that we 
tied such stature to another of our unique and strong dresses.

      

NINA SIMONE - SINGER

I tell you what I tell you what 
freedom is to me: freedom is to me: 
No fear.” No fear.” 



AMELIA EARHART - ‘AVIATOR’  

SS17/ AMELIA SHORTS  ZEBRA / BLACKZEBRA / BLACK
EMOJI POO TEE / RUDE TEE

The first woman to fly across the Atlantic ocean solo.  She was an early 
supporter of the equal rights movement and was an adviser to aeronautical 
engineer students and counsellor to women.  She also wrote books about her 
amazing experiences and whilst she was aware of the dangers, her adventurous 
spirit never waned. Sadly, she disappeared over the Central Pacific Ocean 
during an attempt to circumnavigate around the globe in 1937. 
Much speculation remains about her death.

Amelia was ahead of her time, pioneering a male dominated pursuit, so who 
better than to tie our fun and sassy little shorts to. What a girl!

THE AMELIA  SHORTS

Adventure is Adventure is 
worthwhile in worthwhile in 
itself.itself.    



THE RITA DRESS

SS17/RITA DRESS BLACK BLACK 

Rita Levi Montalcini’s was fascinated by science and when her nanny died of cancer, 
she decided to become a doctor. She was particularly interested in how the brain 
worked so studied neurons at university, until her career was cut short by Mussolini, 
who banned all Jewish people from working there. She decided to escape to Belgium 
until the Nazis invaded and she was forced to return to Italy. Whilst she was in hiding, 
she turned her bedroom into a small research lab and continued to study. 
Throughout the war, she was forced to flee many times but she never gave up her 
research and was later awarded the Nobel Piece Prize for Medicine.

Rita was a charismatic, tenacious woman with strong Italian flair, which is why we 
think this dress fits perfectly with everything she stood for.

      

RITA LEVI MONTALCINI - SCIENTIST

Above all, don’tAbove all, don’t
fear difficult moments.fear difficult moments. 
The best comes The best comes 
from them.from them.    



THE FRIDA TEE

SS17/ FRIDA TEE SPOT / SPOT / AMELIA SHORTS BLACKBLACK

Frida was one of the most famous painters of the 20th century. Born in Mexico 
against great odds, she overcame polio at 6 to live and walk and then a serious bus 
accident at 18 was a catalyst for her to focus on her painting. Frieda was a feminist 
and political activist. She brought beauty to the non-traditional form through her 
self-portrait paintings.  

Our Frida tee is a non-traditional tee, expressive through it’s flowing hemlines.  It’s 
bold and beautiful, just like Frida. 
 

      

FRIDA KAHLO  - ARTIST

Feet, what doFeet, what do
I need you for I need you for 
when I have when I have 
wings to fly  wings to fly  



THE CLAUDIA TANK

SS17/CLAUDIA TANK SPRINKLESPRINKLE 

Claudia was a bold girl in a time of danger and fear. She worked on a secret 
newspaper who’s goal was to bring down the Mussolini dictatorship.  She delivered 
the newspapers for 2 years dodging the police. When Italy was finally free of the 
fascism, Claudia entered the office of the national newspaper and liberated it from 
censorship.

Our Claudia tank is about strength and freedom.  Comfortable and A-line it has a 
touch rebellion much like Claudia!

      

CLAUDIA RUGGERINI  - FREEDOM FIGHTER

Stronger than fear Stronger than fear 
is the desire to is the desire to 
fight for freedom.”fight for freedom.”    



THE SWAG TEE

girlwithswag.com.au

Our playful swag tees come in a 
range of cheeky designs and 
colours. Made from 100% 
cotton, the swag tee will bring a 
new sense of fun to every season.
 

SS17


